1. Proposal, either to change the fifth General Education student learning outcome from “ethical reasoning or responsibility” to be “information literacy” or to add “information literacy” as an additional learning outcome.

2. Information Literacy Project (A.E. Mark)

3. Review of 2011 ETS Proficiency Profile results. What are the plans for administration of the ETS PP, setting learning outcomes goals, and use of results.

4. e-Portfolios as an organizing tool for the assessment of general education.

5. Status of our assessment of
   a. mathematical reasoning (Math Department)
   b. writing (primarily the CWR)
   c. oral communication
   d. analytical reasoning/critical thinking
   e. ethical reasoning or responsibility

What is the status of the Gen Education Assessment Report (campus wide; TrackDat) and are undergraduate degree program assessment reports continuing to include the assessment of the above SLOs?

Attachments:
   ETS Proficiency Profile Results
   General Education Assessment Plan
   General Education/Core Curriculum Statement